## SOLIDAL® T3® & T4® Architectural Pre-finished, Pre-fabricated Solid Aluminium

### Supplier:
WMI Watermark International® Pty Ltd  
Contact : info@solidalmetal.com

### STEP 1: Substrate
Nominate your preferred substrate SOLIDAL® Thickness:
- SOLIDAL® T3® (3mm) NATA CERTIFIED AS1530.1 Solid Aluminium Non Combustible
- SOLIDAL® T4® (4mm) NATA CERTIFIED AS1530.1 Solid Aluminium Non Combustible

### STEP 2: Preferred fixing method
Nominate your preferred fixing method:
- SOLIDAL® Cassette CONCEALED  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® STANDARD CASSETTE Wet-seal
- SOLIDAL® Cassette DRY JOINT  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® STANDARD CASSETTE Dry Joint
- SOLIDAL® Cassette CONCEALED (NARROW JOINT)  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® CASSETTE NARROW Wet-seal
- SOLIDAL® Cassette DRY JOINT (NARROW JOINT)  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® CASSETTE NARROW Dry Joint
- SOLIDAL® SMARTFIX® CAPTIVE EXTRUSION  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® T3® CAPTIVE EXTRUSION
- SOLIDAL® SMARTFIX® TONGUE & GROOVE  
  SPECIFICATION CODE: SOLIDAL® T4® TONGUE & GROOVE

### STEP 3: Preferred Finish
Preferred Finish:
- PVDF P.P.G Continuous Coated Kynar® 500® - Nominated colour code UC130935F
- Powder Coat (Interpon D2015) – Nominated colour code
- Anodise (from 10μm to 25μm Anodise) – Nominated colour code

### STEP 4: (OPTIONAL) Custom Fabrication
SOLIDAL® Special / Custom
- Perforated SOLIDAL®
- Laser Cut SOLIDAL®
- Dimpled SOLIDAL®

### Specification EXAMPLE
Supplier: WMI Watermark International® Pty Ltd  
Contact : info@solidalmetal.com or 1 300 252 325

STEP 1: Substrate  
SOLIDAL® T3® (3mm) NATA Certified Solid Aluminium

STEP 2: Preferred Fixing method  
SOLIDAL® STANDARD CASSETTE Wet-seal

STEP 3: Preferred Finish  
PVDF P.P.G Continuous Coated Kynar® 500® - Nominated colour code UC130935F

STEP 4: (OPTIONAL) Custom Fabrication  
Perforated SOLIDAL®